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Stay one step ahead
of cybercriminals to
ensure the security
of your digital assets.

In the digital landscape, knowledge is

power, and our Open-Source Intelligence

(OSINT) services are designed to harness

that power for you. Through extensive

gathering and analysis of publicly available

information, we provide valuable insights

into potential threats that may affect your

organization.

Meanwhile, in the vast and shadowy realm

of the dark web, illicit activities thrive, with

stolen data being bought and sold. Plus971

Cyber Security understands the risks

associated with this underground

marketplace. That's why we offer

comprehensive Dark Web Monitoring

services designed to proactively patrol

these hidden corners of the internet to

safeguard the integrity of your digital assets.

Safeguard the integrity of your digital assets

with Plus971 Cyber Security’s Open Source

and Dark Web Intelligence services. We

understand the risks posed by the

underground marketplace and are

dedicated to providing proactive

surveillance. Trust in our expertise to

monitor the dark web on your behalf,

promptly alerting you to any appearance of

your sensitive data.



Plus971 Cyber Security’s team is skilled

in analyzing dark web activity identifying

potential risks specific to your

organization and going beyond the

surface to uncover hidden patterns and

relationships within the vast sea of

publicly available information. 

With our Open Source and Dark Web

Intelligence services, you can take swift

action to protect your and your

organization’s digital assets to make

informed decisions to safeguard your

digital presence.

Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)

Plus971 Cyber Security’s OSINT services

encompass data collection from websites,

social media platforms, public databases, and

other relevant sources. By leveraging these

insights, we empower you to make informed

decisions regarding your cybersecurity posture

and strategies. By utilizing advanced tools and

techniques, we sift through the data to identify

emerging trends, potential vulnerabilities, and

indicators of cyber threats. 

By harnessing the power of OSINT, we provide

you with a comprehensive understanding of

your digital footprint and potential areas of

concern. Armed with these insights, you can

strengthen your cybersecurity defenses,

enhance your incident response capabilities,

and align your strategies with emerging threats.

By analyzing publicly available information from

various sources, we provide you with a deep

understanding of the digital landscape. With

this knowledge, you can make informed

decisions, fortify your cybersecurity defenses,

and mitigate risks effectively.

Dark Web Monitoring

In the expansive and clandestine world of the

dark web, unlawful activities flourish as stolen

data exchanges hands. Plus971 Cyber Security

comprehends the dangers inherent in this

covert marketplace. Hence, we provide

extensive dark web monitoring services

tailored to actively surveil these obscured

corners of the internet. We monitor the dark

web and promptly alert you if any of your

sensitive data surfaces, enabling you to take

immediate action and mitigate potential harm

before it escalates. 

Our dark web monitoring services go beyond

traditional security measures, providing

proactive surveillance of the hidden depths of

the internet. We employ advanced tools and

techniques to continuously scan the dark web,

searching for any signs of your compromised

data. Whether it's login credentials, financial

information, or other sensitive details, our

vigilant monitoring helps ensure that you are

promptly notified if your data is found in this

illicit environment.


